Two Streams Recurrent Neural Networks for Large-Scale Continuous Gesture Recognition
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Abstract—In this paper, we tackle the continuous gesture recognition problem with a two streams Recurrent Neural Networks (2S-RNN) for the RGB-D data input. In our framework, the spotting-recognition strategy is used, that means the continuous gestures are first segmented into separated gestures, and then each isolated gesture is recognized by using the 2S-RNN. Concretely, the gesture segmentation is based on the accurate hand positions provided by the hand detector trained from Faster R-CNN. While in the recognition module, 2S-RNN is designed to efficiently fuse multi-modal features, i.e. the RGB and depth channels. The experimental results on both the validation and test sets of the Continuous Gesture Dataset (ConGD) have shown promising performance of the proposed framework. We ranked 1st in the ChaLearn LAP Large-scale Continuous Gesture Recognition Challenge with the mean Jaccard Index of 0.286915.

Index Terms—continuous gesture recognition; recurrent neural networks; spotting-recognition; multi-modal features

I. INTRODUCTION

Vision based gesture recognition has become a popular research topic because of its wide applications, such as human-computer interaction and sign language translation and so on.

Recently, some new data capture sensors have promoted the development of gesture recognition. Microsoft Kinect is a motion input device which can provide RGB and depth image simultaneously. The multimodal data complement each other effectively and form more powerful gesture representation than single modality. Therefore, much more work on gesture or sign language recognition is explored on such RGB-D data [1] [2].

To evaluate the gesture recognition algorithms objectively and fairly, some research groups released several gesture databases [3]–[8]. Among them, ChaLearn LAP RGB-D Continuous Gesture Dataset (ConGD) is a large scale dataset with clear training and testing protocols and a challenge is organized based on it.

In this paper, we will describe our spotting-recognition framework used in the challenge. In our method, the continuous gestures are firstly segmented into isolated gestures based on the assumption that the subject puts the hands down after performing each gesture. Then the segmented isolated gestures are recognized with our proposed 2S-RNN. In our recognition algorithm, the two paralleled simple Recurrent Neural Network (SRNN) layers, which take the feature from different modalities as input, are effectively fused by a fusion layer. A followed Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layer aims to model the contextual information of the temporal gesture sequences.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly reviews the related work on continuous gesture recognition. Section III gives the details of the proposed continuous gesture recognition framework. Experimental results and discussion are presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we will briefly review the previous work on continuous gesture recognition.

Different from isolated gesture recognition, in the continuous gesture recognition task, the boundaries of the gestures need to be detected, namely, gesture segmentation. Most methods dealt with gesture segmentation and recognition in separate procedures [9], [10]. Others realized segmentation and recognition simultaneously, such as the methods by dynamic programming [11] [12] and Viterbi decoding [2] [13]. Hoai et al. [12] used a discriminative temporal extension of the spatial bag-of-words model and the inference over the segments was done efficiently with dynamic programming. Pitsikalis et al. [13] extended HMM with multiple hypotheses rescoring fusion scheme. The sequences were segmented based on the best hypothesis.

Dynamic gesture recognition is one kind of temporal sequence recognition problem, which is similar to speech recognition, but more challenging. In the early time, gesture recognition borrowed some models from speech recognition, such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [11], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [2] and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [14] [15]. Besides these traditional models, there are some other methods for gesture recognition. Pfister et al. [16] proposed a method to boost the performance of one-shot learning by using weakly supervised learning. Ong et al. [17] used Hierarchical Sequential Interval Pattern Trees (HSP-Tree) to realize segmentation and recognition simultaneously. On a continuous sign language dataset with vocabulary size of 40, the accuracies of signer-dependent and signer-independent
evaluations are 71% and 54% respectively. Recently, with the development of deep learning, some neural network related methods are also applied on gesture recognition. Tran et al. [18] extracted the spatiotemporal features with deep 3D Convolutional Neural Networks (3D-CNN) and used SVM classifier for classification. Molchanov et al. [19] proposed Recurrent 3D Convolutional Neural Networks (R3D-CNN) which performed detection and recognition of gestures from multi-modal data simultaneously and supported online recognition with zero or negative lag. On their multi-modal dataset with 25 gesture types, the best accuracy is 83.8%. Also considering the multimodal information, this paper presents a novel two streams RNN architecture to tackle the continuous gesture recognition problem.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will describe the spotting-recognition framework for large continuous gesture recognition. Figure 1 shows the main idea of our whole framework.

For all frames of a given RGB-D continuous gesture video, first, the hands are located with a pre-trained hand detector and the face is also detected as a reference [20]. Considering on the constraint of the hand positions, the video sequence is segmented into several isolated gestures. With the hand trajectory and hand posture features extracted from each data modality, by using the proposed 2S-RNN, each isolated gesture is classified into its most likely category.

A. Temporal Segmentation

We use hand positions to realize the temporal segmentation based on the assumption that the subject puts the hands up when beginning to sign a gesture and puts the hands down after performing one gesture. Thus the hand detection is very crucial for our temporal segmentation, and also for the subsequent recognition module. Previously, hand regions are usually detected by their color [21] or multiple proposals [22]. These skin-color-based methods have certain capabilities to detect hands, but they are sensitive to illumination and background. Recently, a series of region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNNs) [23] have been proposed for object detection, which give us a new aspect for hand detection. In this paper, we treat hand detection as a two-class (hand and non-hand) classification problem.

We use the latest incarnation of region-based CNNs, Faster R-CNN [24], to build our hand detection model. Faster R-CNN is an end-to-end network that takes an image (of any size) as input and outputs a set of rectangular detected objects, each with an objectness score. The whole network has two main parts as shown in Fig.2. The first part is Region Proposal Network (RPN) which can generate high-quality region proposals. RPN is a kind of fully-convolutional network (FCN) [25] and it can be trained end-to-end specifically for the task to generate detection proposals. The second part is an object detection network, called Fast R-CNN [26]. Fast R-CNN is a single-stage network that takes a set of object proposals as input. Each proposal is pooled into a fixed size feature map through RoI (Region of Interest) pooling and then mapped to a feature vector by fully connected layers (FCs). Next, the feature vector is sent to two sibling layers, then the class probabilities and per-class bounding-box (bbox) regression offsets are output. The detail of Faster R-CNN can be referred to [24]. Figure 3 shows an example of the temporal segmentation result for a continuous gesture sequence.

B. Two Streams RNN

In the continuous gesture recognition problem, it is important to explore how to integrate the information from RGB and depth modalities, which are intrinsically complementary to each other. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1, a two streams RNN architecture is proposed in order to make full use of the two channels’ features. In consideration of the number of parameters, the deeper the network, the more over-fit it will be. While the shallow network with fewer parameters is insufficient to the temporal feature representation. In order to
The key point of the RNNs is the recurrent connection which has the ability to memorize previous inputs to persist in the network’s internal state, and therefore influences the network output [27]. With the memory function, RNNs can get a trade-off between the parameters and the representation ability, we propose a 2S-RNN architecture in this paper.

The proposed 2S-RNN consists of four layers, i.e., SRNN layer, fusion layer, LSTM layer and softmax layer. In the first SRNN layer, the RGB and depth features are fed into two paralleled SRNNs. Then the two SRNNs are combined in the fusion layer. In the following step, LSTM neuron is used to model the context information of each gesture and the final is output layer. The SRNN neuron is very simple and has few parameters. In LSTM, the activations of the memory cell and three gates are given as follows:

\[ i^t = \sigma \left( W_{xi}x^t + W_{hi}h^{t-1} + b_i \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ f^t = \sigma \left( W_{xf}x^t + W_{hf}h^{t-1} + b_f \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ c^t = f^t c^{t-1} + i^t \tanh \left( W_{xc}x^t + W_{hc}h^{t-1} + b_c \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ o^t = \sigma \left( W_{xo}x^t + W_{ho}h^{t-1} + W_{co}c^t + b_o \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ h^t = o^t \tanh \left( c^t \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( t \) belongs to \( \{0,1,\cdots,T-1\} \), \( b_k \) and \( b_o \) are bias vectors, \( W_{xh}, W_{hh}, W_{ho} \) denote the connection weights, \( \theta (\cdot) \) and \( O (\cdot) \) are activation functions in the hidden layer and output layer. The SRNN neuron is very simple and has few parameters. However, it has the disadvantages of the vanishing gradient and error blowing up [28]. In order to solve these problems, one LSTM layer is added in our model. In LSTM, the activations of the memory cell and three gates are given as follows:

\[ \text{get a trade-off between the parameters and the representation ability, we propose a 2S-RNN architecture in this paper.} \]

The key point of the RNNs is the recurrent connection which has the ability to memorize previous inputs to persist in the network’s internal state, and therefore influences the network output [27]. With the memory function, RNNs can model the contextual information of a temporal sequence. Different memory neurons have different functions. In our method, there are two neurons, simple recurrent neural network (SRNN) and LSTM, which are illustrated in Fig. 4. In SRNN, given an input sequence whose length is T, \( X = (x^0, \ldots, x^{T-1}) \), the hidden states of a recurrent layer \( H = (h^0, \ldots, h^{T-1}) \) and the output \( Y = (y^0, \ldots, y^{T-1}) \) can be derived as follows [27].

\[ h^t = \theta \left( W_{xh}x^t + W_{hh}h^{t-1} + b_h \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ y^t = O \left( W_{ho}h^t + b_o \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
concatenation representation is taken as the input of the second recurrent LSTM layer, which is generated by

$$X^2_j = Y^1_{R_j} \oplus Y^1_{D_j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\oplus$ is the concatenation operator. For the LSTM layer, the output $Y^2_j$ can be derived from Eqn.(3-7). Then $Y^2_j$ are normalized by the softmax function to get each class probability $p(j_k)$. The objective function of our 2S-RNN is multiclass logloss:

$$L(\Omega) = - \sum_{j=0}^{m} \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \delta(k-r) p(j_k|\Omega_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\delta(\cdot)$ denotes the Kronecker function, $r$ is the groundtruth label of the gesture sample $\Omega_j$, $n$ is the number of gesture’s classes and $m$ denotes the number of gesture samples.

In optimizing the objective function, BPTT algorithm [27] is utilized to obtain the partial derivatives of the objective function and RMSprop method [29] is used to minimize the objective function. Finally, we will obtain the trained parameters, i.e. the connection weights and bias vectors.

D. Recognition & Implementation

Given a segmented RGB-D gesture video, the trained 2S-RNN model will be used to predict the corresponding label with its probability.

In our implementation, the gesture is characterized by the hand skeleton pair feature [30] and HOG feature frame-by-frame, which represent the hand motion and hand posture respectively. Figure 5 gives one example to show the feature we used. The centroids of face and two hands are selected as the key points and the skeleton pair feature is constructed by the relative distances between each pair of three points by dividing the longest distance among the three lines. As for hand representation, we extract the HOG features from the separated two hand regions, which are resized to $32 \times 32$. The final feature vector is integrated by concatenating the skeleton pair feature and the HOG feature. Here, one point should be noted that the feature vector is generated for each modality of RGB and depth.

Since the dimension of the original HOG is high, PCA is used for HOG feature dimensionality reduction. The feature dimension for the final hand shape representation is reduced to 81 from 324 for RGB and depth hand images, with nearly 90% energy reserved.

As for programming platform, hand detection is implemented in Caffe [31]. The 2S-RNN model is trained in keras [32] with cuDNN4 on a Titan X GPU.

In our proposed 2S-RNN, each layer has its own settings. Totally, the ChaLearn LAP ConGD Dataset includes 47933 RGB-D gestures from 22535 RGB-D continuous gesture videos. The data is performed by 21 different signers and split into three mutually exclusive subsets, i.e. the training, validation and testing sets. The detailed information of the database is shown in Table I.

In this section, our proposed method is evaluated on the Large-scale Continuous Gesture Recognition Dataset of the ChaLearn LAP challenge 2016 (ChaLearn LAP ConGD Dataset). First, we give a brief overview on ConGD and its evaluation protocol. Then, we show the performances on different features and also different networks in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 2S-RNN method. Finally, the final test results of the top three winners are given and we win the first place.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Protocol

Totally, the ChaLearn LAP ConGD Dataset includes 47933 RGB-D gestures from 22535 RGB-D continuous gesture videos. The data is performed by 21 different signers and split into three mutually exclusive subsets, i.e. the training, validation and testing sets. The detailed information of the database is shown in Table I.

In order to measure the performance of different methods, the Mean Jaccard Index $J_{\text{mean}}$ [5] is adopted as the evaluation criteria for the continuous gesture recognition. This score measures the average overlap between the predicted gesture labels and the ground truths.

B. Evaluation on Different Features

In gesture representation, different features reveal different aspects of signs [33]. For example, HOG feature of RGB hand region describes the static appearance of hand posture. While the HOG feature of depth hand region characterizes both the hand posture and the change of fingers’ distance. The skeleton pair feature describes the dynamic hand motion. Therefore, the discriminative abilities of different feature are accordingly different. This section shows the experimental
TABLE II: Performance comparison of different features on validation set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>0.1878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS+RH</td>
<td>0.2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>0.2229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS+DH</td>
<td>0.2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R+D</td>
<td>0.2655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: The flow chart of other two networks

results on the continuous gesture recognition with different features. We conducted the experiments by using six different features, which are HOG feature of hand region in RGB image (RH), skeleton pair feature in RGB image (RS), the fused feature in RGB image (RH + RS), HOG feature of hand region in depth image (DH), the fused feature in depth image (DH + DS) and two streams of feature from RGB and depth modals (R+D). The experiment on skeleton pair feature of depth channel (DS) is omitted because DS is the same with RS.

The performance comparison of different features on validation set is given in Table II. From the results, it can be obviously seen that HOG feature is highly superior to the skeleton pair feature. The combined feature, (both RH+RS and DS+DH) improves the performance than single HOG feature in its own channel, but not very distinctive. In a whole, the function of skeleton pair feature is not satisfied. Intuitively, the gestures are essentially upper-body activities and to well characterize the activity, at least five important skeleton points are needed, including face, left elbow, right elbow, left hand and right hand. However, we can only get three key points, face and two hands, which cannot represent dynamic gesture motion properly and thus play a small role in gesture recognition. The combined feature in depth channel (DS) is omitted because DS is the same with RS.

The performance comparison of different features on validation set is given in Table II. From the results, it can be obviously seen that HOG feature is highly superior to the skeleton pair feature. The combined feature, (both RH+RS and DS+DH) improves the performance than single HOG feature in its own channel, but not very distinctive. In a whole, the function of skeleton pair feature is not satisfied. Intuitively, the gestures are essentially upper-body activities and to well characterize the activity, at least five important skeleton points are needed, including face, left elbow, right elbow, left hand and right hand. However, we can only get three key points, face and two hands, which cannot represent dynamic gesture motion properly and thus play a small role in gesture recognition. The combined feature in depth channel (DS+DH) performs better than that of the RGB channel (R+D), which indicates that depth feature has more powerful discriminative ability. This comparison is precisely consistent with our above-mentioned statement. The best result is achieved by the fused feature of these two modalities since the RGB and depth information are complementary to each other in some extent.

C. Evaluation on Different Networks

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our key recurrent layers, e.g. SRNN and LSTM, the comparison experiments are carried out on two simple networks. The first one (shortened as M_SRNN) is shown in Fig. 6 (a), which has single SRNN layer, followed by a fusion layer and a softmax layer. The second network (M_LSTM), as shown in Fig. 6 (b), is constructed by replacing the SRNN layer in M_SRNN with the LSTM layer. Besides these two networks, two baseline methods, e.g. MFSK and MFSK+DeepIDare [5], are also taken as the comparisons for the previous evaluations on the ConGD. MFSK and MFSK+DeepID utilize mixed features around sparse keypoints (MFSK) [34] and Deep hidden IDentity (Deep ID) features [35]. Support vector machine (SVM) is adopted as their gesture classifiers.

The experimental results are listed in Table III. The performance of each recurrent layer can be directly seen and the fusion of our 2S-RNN can improve the performance a step further. As for the other two baseline methods, our 2S-RNN gets much higher recognition result.

TABLE III: Performance comparison of different methods on validation set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M_SRNN</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.2369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_LSTM</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.2597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSK [5]</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.0918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSK+DeepID [5]</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.0902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2S-RNN(ours)</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.2655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Evaluation on Testing Set

In this section, the final results on the testing set of this ChaLearn LAP large-scale Continuous Gesture Recognition Challenge are given. Table IV lists the results of the first three winners and our group won the first place. The other two teams, TARDIS [36] and AMRL [37], adopted the method of 3D Convolutional Neural Networks and obtained similar results.

Actually, the recognition performance on this ConGD only reached 30% roughly, which shows that the dataset is very challenging. So in the near future, both the segmentation and the recognition modules should be explored in a further step to enhance the performance on continuous gesture recognition.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an effective spotting-recognition framework for large-scale continuous gesture recognition. First, the continuous gesture sequence is segmented into several isolated gestures according to the accurate hand detection. To recognize

*Our most recent test result is 0.3186, which is evaluated by the organizing team for the ground truth labels of the test data are not released yet. The improvement of the performance comes from the hand detection module.
each segmented gesture, a two streams RNN architecture is designed, which can fuse the RGB and depth features effectively. In each modality, the HOG and skeleton pair features are concatenated to generate the powerful gesture representation. The 2S-RNN can model the contextual information of the temporal gesture sequences and make full use of the RGB and depth information. Experimental results on ChaLearn LAP ConGD Dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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